
A FULL-SERVICE

EXPERIENCE

WEDDING RENTALS

With a variety of inclusions and

upgrades, you can customize your day

to your specific style with ease. Grayson

Mills provides everything from tables

and chairs to linens, glassware,

dinnerware centrepieces, and more. 



WEDDING RENTALS

Gold Chiavari chairs for ceremony, dinner and reception with

ivory cushions

Day of wedding coordinator 

Plastic 6’ rectangle tables for the tables of importance

Plastic 5’ round tables for guests

Seat length tablecloths (in white, ivory, or black) for guest tables

and tables of importance

Napkins in white, ivory or black

2 8’ wooden harvest tables

Vases for the fireplace mantel with candles

2 wooden easels

2 wine barrels

Lounge furniture for Lunette Lounge

Patio furniture for Upper Terrace

Podium, microphone, speaker and screen 

Choice of 2 standard centrepiece styles

Set up and takedown of above listed items

Our Complimentary Wedding Rental Package includes (a value of

$68.50/person): 

COMPLIMENTARY WEDDING RENTALS

ADDITIONAL DETAILS

Dinnerware and glassware rentals in catering cost dependant on

food selection

Bar glassware and bartenders are included in bar pricing

SOCAN & RESOUND (prices are laid out by the government and

subject to change as they are updated): SOCAN Fee: $60 /

RESOUND Fee: $30



OPTIONAL UPGRADES

Floor length linens and choice of in stock napkin colours and

charger plates: +$4/person

Premium dinnerware: +$3.50/setting

Crossback Chairs: +$2.00/person

Harvest Tables: +$8.00/person

UPGRADES

Rehearsal if more than 2 hours: $100/hour

Bar fee if open more than 6 hours: $17/per person for open bar

Care or handling of 3rd party rentals: Quoted

ADDITIONAL FEES



PRIVATE & SPECIAL 
EVENTS

H O S T  Y O U R

P R I V A T E  E V E N T

W I T H  U S

Share an unforgettable and unique

experience with your guests by

booking Grayson Mills. With inclusive

rentals and ample parking, planning a

special occasion with our professional

team is effortless. 



EVENT RENTALS

Gold Chiavari chairs with ivory cushions

Plastic 6’ rectangle tables 

Plastic 5’ round tables 

Seat length tablecloths (in white, ivory, or black)

Napkins in white, ivory or black

2 8’ wooden harvest tables

Lounge furniture for Lunette Lounge/patio furniture for Upper

Terrace

Podium, microphone, speaker and screen 

Set up and takedown of above listed items

Our Complimentary Event Rental Package includes (a value of

$28.95/person): 

COMPLIMENTARY EVENT RENTALS

ADDITIONAL DETAILS

Dinnerware and glassware rentals in catering cost dependent on

food selection

Bar glassware and bartenders included in bar pricing

SOCAN & RESOUND (Prices are laid out by the government and

subject to change as they are updated): SOCAN Fee: $60.00,

RESOUND Fee: $30.00




